Zone Parking Pilot: Bldg. 902 & 903

As part of the NNSFORWARD Strategy to Enable Our Workforce and improve parking for all employees, Newport
News Shipbuilding will begin piloting zone parking in select areas of the shipyard with the goal of shipyard-wide
implementation in the future. The first pilot will take place at Bldg. 902 & 903 garages and surrounding surface lots
beginning Monday, Dec. 3. At that time, the following guidelines will go into effect:
• All individually assigned parking spaces will be eliminated and
employees who work in Bldg. 902 & 903 will be assigned to one of two
parking zones. NNS leadership in these buildings will decide which
employees are eligible for each zone.
• Zone 1: Located in surface lots surrounding Bldg. 902 & 903.
If there are no available parking spaces in Zone 1, employees
assigned to this zone will be able to park in Zone 2. If no spaces
in Zone 2 are available, these employees should park in aqua
decal lots or at Hidens.
• Zone 2: Located on the ramp and upper levels of the Bldg. 902
& 903 parking garages. If there are no available parking spaces
in Zone 2, these employees must park in aqua decal lots or at
Hidens.
• The first floor of Bldg. 902 & 903 garages will be converted to
aqua decal parking. This change is being implemented as a safety
improvement. Parking garages are designed to be filled from bottom
to top. By moving aqua decal parking from the top deck to the first
floor, NNS will promote safe activity.
• Zone placards will serve as parking credentials and should be placed
in a visible location on the vehicle’s dashboard. Zone placards will be
distributed to employees via management Nov. 26 – 30. Employees
who are out of the office the week placards are distributed should
make arrangements with their supervisor.
• Employees should keep their orange and/or green decals until
instructed otherwise. These decals will serve no purpose during
the pilot, but may serve a purpose at a later date.
• Employees are not permitted to share or let other employees use their
placard. The zone-based system accounts for employees who are out
of the office.
• The zone-based parking system is setup to support total building
capacity, not current occupancy. The system is also dynamic,
therefore, zones will be monitored on a continuous basis. Adjustments
will be made as needed.

• NNS does not anticipate Bldg. 902 & 903 employees having to park at
Hidens due to parking availability within their assigned zone. However,
if a situation arises and an employee must park at Hidens, they should
plan to use company-provided transportation services to travel to
Bldg. 902 & 903. Information regarding the company’s internal and
external shuttle service is available via NNS communication channels
and is posted at each stop. Employees are encouraged to download
the NNXPRESS app to view the real-time location of company
shuttles and taxis.
• In support of the pilot, NNS will increase its company-provided
transportation services to include a new van dedicated to transporting
Bldg. 902 & 903 employees to any NNS facility on the Peninsula
(including inside shipyard gates) with the exception of West Park.
This van will be available from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Bldg. 902 & 903 employees who need to travel to other NNS
facilities throughout the day are encouraged to use this service or
other company-provided transportation alternatives.
• Call 282-9896 to use this service. Please note that only four
employees are allowed to be transported through NNS drive-in
gates. If there are more than four passengers, the group will
have to deboard, badge in through the turnstile, and then
reboard the vehicle.
• Bldg. 902 & 903 employees should notify visitors in advance to let
them know dedicated visitor parking is available in Bldg. 902 and 903
surface lots. Visitors are required to sign-in at the front lobby of the
facility they are visiting. If all visitor spaces are full, visitors should park
in an aqua lot or use company-provided transportation.
• Throughout the pilot, NNS will evaluate parking and employee
feedback. Lessons learned will be incorporated into future pilots.
• There is no set end date for the pilot. NNS’ plan is to pilot
several areas of the shipyard prior to implementing zone parking
shipyard-wide.
• Vehicles parked illegally or without proper credentials will be towed at
owner’s expense.

Resources:
• Bldg. 902 & 903 shuttle stop
is located at the corner of 29th
Street and Warwick Boulevard
(south of the stoplight and
pedestrian crosswalk).

• Parking and transportation
information is available via:
• NNS to Go app

• Contact Ken Sumner (E70) at
688-1331 for questions about
zone placards.

• NNS Parking &
Transportation website

• Send feedback to
CampusFacilitiesAdmin@hii-nns.com

• Hidens is located at 63rd
Street and Warwick Boulevard.

• MyNNS Parking &
Transportation website
• NNXPRESS app

